Nine Moves to Consider Before Year-End

December 2021

Year-end planning could prove more challenging in 2021, given continued uncertainty over tax reform. The
social safety net and climate bill, known as the “Build Back Better Act” (BBBA), has been tied up in
negotiations for months, given competing priorities on when to pass the infrastructure bill versus the
spending bill. While the infrastructure bill ultimately passed and has since been signed into law by President
Biden, the outlook for BBBA remains in question, albeit with some recent traction.
On Friday, November 19, the House passed the measure by a vote of 220-213 (along strict party lines).
Attention now turns to the Senate, which will consider the bill over the coming weeks. Amid an evenly
divided Senate (50-50) and with the expectation of no Republican support, centrists Joe Manchin (D-West
Virginia) and Kyrsten Sinema (D-Arizona) will wield considerable power in upcoming negotiations. Passing
BBBA using a process called ‘reconciliation’ will ultimately require unanimous Democratic support in the
Senate (50 votes). Senate Majority Leader Charles Schumer (D-New York) has cited a goal for the Senate to
pass the bill prior to Christmas, though that timeline may be in question.
With the possibility that tax reform could be passed just prior to yearend, taxpayers should engage their
team of trusted advisors to determine whether planning strategies (such as those outlined below) might
yield meaningful tax savings.

1. Utilize the Lifetime Gift Tax Exemption
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), which passed in December 2017, approximately
doubled the estate exemption – from $5.49 million per person in 2017 to $11.18 million
per person in 2018. For 2021, the lifetime gifting exemption currently stands at $11.70
million per person, with a top federal estate tax rate of 40 percent. The increased
exemption amounts, under TCJA, are scheduled to run through 2025, after which the
basic exclusion amount (BEA) is set to revert to the 2017 level of $5 million per person,
plus inflation adjustments.
President Biden previously expressed a desire to return the estate exemption to ‘historic
norms,’ which led tax experts to assume a decrease in the per-person exemption to $3.5
million or $5 million, plus inflation adjustments. In September, the House Ways and
Means Committee released its initial draft of legislation, which would have reduced the
exemption to $5 million per person, plus inflation adjustments, beginning as of 2022.
To the delight of affluent individuals, the House’s recently passed version of BBBA did
not pursue changes to the estate exemption or to existing grantor trust rules. The
Senate could choose to address these items in its draft, though that seems unlikely
given the even divide in the Senate and earlier pushback from Senator Sinema on tax
increases for individual taxpayers.
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While the elevated exemption might remain in place through 2025, high net worth
individuals should not lose perspective of the unique planning opportunity to get
additional assets out of one’s taxable estate.
Federal Estate Tax Exemption
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Source: The Tax Foundation
High net worth individuals should evaluate current assets and assess how much might
be needed for their remaining lifetime, with consideration to gift ‘excess assets’ to loved
ones. Depending on the size of an outright gift, estate planning which incorporates
making gifts to trusts may be advisable to provide parameters or safeguards for the
intended beneficiaries.
As a reminder, the Treasury Department and IRS issued final regulations in November
2019 clarifying that taxpayers taking advantage of the increased exemption amounts
would not be subject to a future claw back, should the exemption amount decrease
from current levels.

2. Accelerate Charitable Donations
Charitably inclined individuals who might reasonably expect to be in a lower tax bracket
next year should consider accelerating charitable gifts prior to yearend. A common
example of this might be an individual who retired earlier this year and who will,
consequently, have much lower taxable income next year. Another example would be
an individual who had a much higher-than-normal income year. In such instances, it may
be beneficial to group multiple years’ worth of gifting into a single tax year while income
is subject to a higher tax bracket.
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Also, many provisions of the CARES Act (from 2020) were extended to 2021. Among the
special provisions, individuals may deduct up to 100 percent of AGI for 2021 charitable
gifts for cash donations made directly to a public charity (not to a donor-advised fund).
This enhanced deduction (versus the typical 60 percent deduction for cash donations)
may provide an additional planning opportunity.
To illustrate this point further, consider “Dan” who will retire at the end of 2021. Dan
will be in the 35 percent tax bracket for 2021 but expects to be in the 24 percent in
subsequent years. Dan and his wife typically give around $15,000 per year to charity. In
this scenario, Dan and his wife might benefit from bunching several years of charitable
gifts into 2021 to take advantage of the 35 percent deduction. Charitable gifts could be
given directly to charity or to a donor-advised fund or family foundation. Certain
Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) limits apply to charitable gifts, so coordination with an
experienced accountant may be advisable.
Gifting Long-Term Appreciated Securities Rather than Cash
With equity markets near all-time highs, investors with taxable accounts may hold highly
appreciated equity positions. From a tax-planning standpoint, gifting long-term
appreciated securities is a very efficient charitable-giving strategy as the charity receives
the same economic benefit as a cash donation, while the taxpayer receives a tax
deduction for the full market value of the gift and avoids paying capital gains taxes on
the gifted security.
Advantage of Gifting Appreciated Securities vs. Cash
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This is a hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only. Analysis assumes taxpayer
subject to highest federal tax bracket (37 percent) and capital gains subject to 23.8
percent federal tax rate. Analysis assumes charitable gifts are made to qualified public
charities.
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Investors who have a portfolio overweight to equities may use charitable gifting as a
means to rebalance back to target weights. In doing so, an investor can achieve
philanthropic goals while avoiding having to sell appreciated equities to return to a
desired target allocation.
Keep in mind that gifts of long-term appreciated securities to qualified public charities
(including donor-advised funds) are limited to 30 percent of adjusted gross income (AGI)
while similar gifts to a private foundation are limited to 20 percent of AGI. Charitable
gifts in excess of the AGI limits result in a charitable carryforward which can be used
over the next five years.

3. Satisfy Required Minimum Distributions using the IRA Charitable Rollover
The SECURE Act raised the beginning age for required minimum distributions (RMDs) to
72, from age 70½ previously. However, it did not adjust the age 70½ requirement for
taxpayer eligibility to make a Qualified Charitable Distribution (QCD).
Under this provision, a taxpayer may gift up to $100,000 each year from an IRA to
qualified 501(c)(3) charitable organizations (donor-advised funds, private foundations
and supporting organizations are excluded). A qualified charitable distribution neither
counts as an itemized deduction nor as taxable income, though it does count towards
satisfying the RMD for that year.
This strategy may be beneficial for charitably inclined individuals who receive a greater
tax benefit from the increased standard deduction rather than itemized deductions.

4. Harvest Losses
Review unrealized gains and losses in taxable investment accounts and harvest losses
where available. Realized losses can offset other realized gains. To the extent that
realized losses exceed realized gains, net realized losses can offset up to $3,000 of
ordinary income with any remainder resulting in a loss carryforward to be used in future
years.
Beware of the “wash sale rule” which states that a loss cannot be realized for tax
purposes if a substantially identical position was bought within 30 days before or after
the sale. As a practical example, an investor could sell an actively managed equity fund
and could redeploy the sales proceeds to an equity index fund. In doing so, the investor
recognizes a tax loss while also keeping similar, but not identical, portfolio exposure to
capture a subsequent market recovery.
Given notable market gains over the past several years, positions with notable
unrealized losses may be limited, and particularly so if losses were harvested during the
market tumult of early 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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5. Analyze Mutual Fund Year-End Capital Gain Distributions
Mutual funds are required to pass along capital gains to fund shareholders. Regardless
of whether the fund shareholder benefited from the fund’s sale of underlying securities,
the shareholder will receive the capital gain distribution if the mutual fund is held as of
the dividend record date.
Mutual fund families typically provide estimates for year-end dividend distributions over
the course of October and November, with such distributions most commonly paid in
December.
Capital gain distributions can be either short-term or long-term. Short-term capital gain
dividends are treated as ordinary income and thus cannot be offset by realized losses; in
contrast, long-term capital gain dividends are treated as capital gains and can be offset
by realized losses.
It is important to review unrealized gains and losses across mutual fund holdings in
taxable accounts and to compare those figures against capital gain distribution
estimates to determine if selling a mutual fund position before the year-end distribution
would produce a tax savings.
In addition, investors should be careful with late-year purchases of actively managed
funds in taxable accounts. Investing in a fund just prior to its capital gain dividend record
date could result in additional capital gains taxes. Instead, an investor might wait to
invest in the given fund until after the dividend record date or could invest in an index
ETF for the time being and swap from the ETF to the actively managed fund at a later
date.

6. Consider a Roth Conversion
With income tax rates at historically favorable levels, individuals who believe their
future tax rate might be higher than their current tax rate might consider converting a
portion – or all – of existing Traditional IRA assets to a Roth IRA. Assuming the
Traditional IRAs have no basis, the amount of the conversion is treated as taxable
income. In exchange, the Roth IRA grows tax-free with qualified distributions also
treated as tax-free.
This strategy can be particularly beneficial for individuals with a taxable estate, as the
tax cost of the conversion effectively reduces the size of the estate, while the named
beneficiaries one day receive a very tax-favorable asset, compared to inheriting a
Traditional IRA. In some cases, high net worth individuals might pair a Roth conversion
with accelerated charitable giving, as the charitable deduction will help to offset the
effective tax cost of the conversion.
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Individuals with notable assets but with lower-than-usual income in 2021 might also
consider this strategy, as it allows the taxpayer to essentially pay a reduced rate on the
conversion while taxable income is low.
Note that there are several factors (time horizon, overall net worth, tax bracket, etc.) to
evaluate to determine whether a Roth conversion might ultimately be beneficial.

7. Review Estate Plans & Retirement Account Beneficiaries
The Setting Every Community Up for Retirement Enhancement (SECURE) Act, enacted
on January 1, 2020, effectively eliminated what was known as “the stretch IRA.” Under
the SECURE Act, most non-spouse
beneficiaries will be required to fully
“The Stretch IRA”
withdraw all inherited IRA assets by the
A beneficiary could stretch required
end of the 10th year after the IRA holder
minimum distributions (RMDs) for an
died. Estate plans which previously
inherited IRA over their lifetime.
incorporated this “stretch” strategy are
now outdated and in need of updating.
Example: John Smith, age 92, names
his great grandson Billy, age 20, as

Periodically reviewing and updating
the beneficiary of his $2 million
estate plans is a recommended best
Traditional IRA.
practice in light of potentially changing
estate planning rules and limits.
Individuals who have recently experienced a significant life event (marriage, divorce,
birth/adoption) may also need to make updates to existing estate plans and beneficiary
designations.

8. Evaluate When to Collect Social Security Retirement Benefits
Individuals nearing eligibility for Social Security retirement benefits should give proper
consideration for when to start benefits. A study 1 estimated that only 4 percent of
retirees start their Social Security benefits at the most optimal time, with retirees
effectively forfeiting a collective $3.4 trillion in potential retirement income. A review of
2016’s new Social Security recipients showed nearly 60 percent of individuals collected
benefits before their full retirement age (FRA), with only 10 percent waiting beyond full
retirement age 2. While general guidance is to wait (if possible) until age 70 to collect a
higher benefit, there are several important factors to consider: anticipated life
expectancy, income needs for the interim years when benefits would be delayed,
availability of spousal benefits, etc.

1
2

United Income, “The Retirement Solution Hiding in Plain Sight” (June 2019)
“It’s Tempting to Take Social Security at 62. You Should Wait.” By Peter Finch. The New York Times. August 31, 2018.
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9. Consider a Change in State Residency
Changing your primary state of residency is not as simple as spending more than half the
year in a new state. With many states more aggressively contesting such residency
changes, individuals should take extra precaution to ensure that “facts and
circumstances” support the case for changing one’s resident state. Some of the factors
that support a new domicile include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Days spent in the new state for the year
Driver’s license registration
Voter registration
Medical and dental care providers
Country club or social club memberships
Official mailing address to which mail and bills are sent
Location of family heirlooms and artwork

And more!
Since tax reform could be passed just prior to year-end, we recommend engaging your team of trusted
advisors to determine whether planning strategies might yield meaningful tax savings. For more
information, please contact any of the professionals at Veracity Capital.
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DISCLOSURE:
Advisory services offered through Veracity Capital, LLC, a registered investment advisor. Information
presented is for educational purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or
purchase of any specific securities, investments, or investment strategies. Investments involve risk and, unless
otherwise stated, are not guaranteed. Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial advisor and/or tax
professional before implementing any strategy discussed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future
performance.
This performance report provides information regarding the accounts managed by Veracity Capital, LLC, in
accordance with your investment objectives. You should communicate any changes to your current
investment objectives or financial condition to Veracity Capital, LLC.
Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Principal value and investment return will fluctuate.
No guarantees or assurances that the target returns will be achieved, or objectives will be met, are implied.
Future returns may differ significantly from past returns due to many different factors. Investments involve
risk and the possibility of loss of principal. The values and performance numbers represented in this report do
not reflect management fees. The values used in this report were obtained from sources believed to be
reliable. Veracity Capital, LLC, calculated performance numbers using data provided. Please consult your
custodial statements for an official record of value.
This information may be taken, in part, from external sources. We believe these external sources to be
reliable, but no warranty is made as to accuracy. This material is not financial advice or an offer to sell any
product. There is no guarantee of the future performance of any Veracity Capital, LLC, portfolio. The
investment strategies discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Before investing, consider your
investment objectives and Veracity Capital, LLC, charges and expenses. All investment strategies have the
potential for profit or loss.
Benchmarks: The index / indices used by Veracity Capital, LLC, have not been selected to represent an
appropriate benchmark to compare an investor’s performance, but rather are disclosed for informational
purposes. Detailed information regarding the indices is available upon request. The volatility of the indices
may be materially different than that of the portfolio.
Veracity Capital, LLC, is a registered investment advisor. Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or
training. More information about Veracity Capital, LLC, including its advisory services and fee schedule, can be
found in Form ADV Part 2 which is available upon request.
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